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Reward trainees



Develop deeper learning



Employability



MOS Excel – Staff pilot group



Relevant examples



CMet Excel Projects



GMetrix practice software



MOS Excel Evaluation

18%

82%

How enjoyable did you find the course?
Extremely enjoyable
Very enjoyable



MOS Outlook 



MOS Excel Moodle module

13



Adapt Builder

www.adaptlearning.org



imagineacademy.microsoft.com



Answer videos



Future Plans
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Introduction/Context

• SHU
• SBS
• Current Scene



Why did we start our journey?
• Re-validation of courses

• Student offer

• Increased fee

• Employers/ Professional Bodies/ Students

• Employability



What have we implemented?



How have we implemented certifications?

A phased, scaleable approach
1. Accountancy students - non credit bearing 

module
2. Accountancy and Business students +
3. Develop delivery requirements and present
4. Extend in modules, celebration
5. Integrate and set expectations, celebration



How have we implemented certifications?

• Training 

• Support 

• Testing                 



What are the lessons learned?



What impact have we seen?
• Confidence

• Engagement

• Feedback/forward

• Employability



Where do we go next?
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1. Testing Testing

2. Tried and Tested

3. Testing and Application



1. Testing Testing

Recap of how accreditation was introduced 
and highlights of a 4 year case-study

“ Recent graduates, described in the 
press as ‘Generation Crunch’ 
have found it more difficult than 
ever to gain traditional graduate jobs. ”
(www.universitiesUK.ac.uk, 2011)



Review of case-study

The ‘Testing Testing’ case-study looked at a teaching 
intervention put into practice over 4 years (2012-2016), 
which embedded professional accreditation. 

Aims:
• To address employability 

across a range of creative 
disciplines

• To formally recognize skills 
required by creative industry



Approach
Initial research via interviews:
• employers
• careers advisors
• alumni

Potential employers voiced 
a need for graduates who 
could quickly demonstrate 
the required level of 
knowledge and proficiency. 



Teaching & Learning strategy

To embed an industry recognized accreditation 
scheme using Adobe Certified Associate (ACA). 

Careful ‘constructive alignment’ (Biggs, 2003) was 
required to map module Learning outcomes with 
the ACA scheme 

A suite of modules were developed 
with a formal online summative 

examination at the end.



Key Tools and 
Technology

• Industry standard software (Adobe CC)
• A pool of part-time lecturers who are also practicing 

within a range of creative industries 
• Moodle support resources; links to tutorials, exam 

preparation materials and quizzes.
• Adobe online exam portal; Certiport + Gmetrix



Then we put it to 
the test!  
A leap of faith... 

Traditionally art & design 
students were most 
commonly assessed via 
presentation, portfolio and 
dissertation.

Graduates are increasingly 
being tested as part of the 
recruitment process. 



Evaluation and Results

The examination was evaluated via 
questionnaires both at the beginning, and at 
the end of module, following final tests.  

The overall average test scores were also 
monitored and these were compared across 
each academic year of the case-study. 
General student satisfaction was also 
evaluated each year.



Statistics for ACA test scores 2012-16



• Evaluation of results 
• Experience
• Experimentation

2. Tried and Tested

Widening the approach and access



Evaluation of results

• By managing students 
expectations of the exams and 
facilitating a pattern of formative 
feedback and practice tests, the 
students build a confidence in their 
abilities

• Moved from a position of being 
nervous of these tests, to a strong 
position of positive results

• High student satisfaction (94%) 
and high employability rates 
96% overall in 2014, 97% 2016
(DLHE survey 2015 and 2017).



Student experience

“ It has given me confidence in my 
ability to achieve what I set out to, 
also impressing potential employers 
securing several jobs.” 
(Graphic Design graduate 2018).

“This will help me get through my 
degree – I’ve just got a part-time 
studio job after telling them about 
my Adobe certificate.”
(1st year Photography student 
2014). 

“ I had 2 tests to complete and 2 
rounds of interviews to get the job, 
but I had already done Adobe tests 
so handled it quite well I think.” 
(Graphic Design graduate 2015).



• Adobe CC now supplied to 
Art & Design students

• Increased access to the 
software and improved 
integration and experimentation.

• Experimentation across Creative
Cloud, fine-tuning the tools, 
traditional and digital cross-over, 
inter-disciplinary

Experimentation



• The tests simulate creative problem-solving challenges 

• ACA Championship recognises the need for application 
via a real-world live brief

• We use competitions and regional charity events to 
embed the opportunity to apply skills to live briefs

• Test Festivals also widen access to accreditation

3. Testing and Application

Combining professional accreditation 
with creative practice



Can students deliver what it says on their C.V.? 
Can they do what it says on the tin?

Students are given the 
opportunity to evidence a level 
of proficiency with the industry 
standard software.

Application Application



• Certified, but we also need 
to see those skills applied

• Application of skills and knowledge 
in unique ways to make the work and the 
student stand out

• Employers and Alumni saying that the 
combination of portfolio + skills still prevails

• Portfolio + Percentages + Personality + Passion 
+ Online Presence + + +

Portfolio + Percentages =



Dominic Leatham

https://vimeo.com/265965574


Something Special…

Dominic Leatham
BA (Hons) Illustration & Animation

https://vimeo.com/269498321
https://vimeo.com/269498321
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Questions..?

Joy Monkhouse, School of Art & Design, Faculty of Arts & Humanities
joy.monkhouse@coventry.ac.uk 

Thank you 
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